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Scott’s Transport Site continues to gradually grow, with a steady following on twitter, and
has recently reached 100 likes on the Facebook page. Although no longer the flagship
website of the Scott’s Websites portfolio, a significant amount of time is spent updating the
website.
The decision was recently made to discontinue news provision on the website, in order to
prioritise time resources. Time constraints meant news bulletins/articles were both short
and infrequent. Other publications such as Buses Magazine, Route-One, and Coach and
Bus Weekly already provide a news service, and it was felt that there was no benefit in
attempting to compete with far more comprehensive news services.
Previous news articles can still be found on the website, but are being moved to the
archives section. The link to the news section is gradually being removed from the main
menu.
A significant attempt at updating the fleet lists has been made recently, with some new lists
added. Work continues in this area, as this is a key part of the website. I would like to take
the opportunity to thank King’s Lynn based Lynx, who have provided me with a full fleet
list. Their contribution is greatly appreciated. The data from this is currently being uploaded
to the website.
The photos section has grown significantly in recent months. Although not working quite as
it should, the new structure works well, and a greater variety of photos are now available. I
intend on making improvements to this section towards the end of the year.
Finding time to update the website can prove challenging. Another website in the portfolio,
Scott’s Radio Site has been prioritised in recent months. Unfortunately, due to an erosion
of local radio, I have decided to wind down this website. This does, however, mean that
more time can be allocated to developing Scott’s Transport Site.
The transition from the old website address ending with .tk is in progress. The old address
currently links to an archived copy of the website. This will shortly be replaced with an
automatic redirect to the new .co.uk web address. The transition process is expected to be
complete by the end of the year.

For enquiries, please contact the author direct using the email address
scott@scottstransportsite.co.uk.
Scott’s Transport Site can be viewed by visiting www.scottstransportsite.co.uk. You can
also find Scott’s Transport Site on Facebook, by searching for Scott’s Transport Site. You
can also tweet using the handle @scottstransport.
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